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ABSTRACT

The authors introduce a logistic regression model for the extratropical tran-

sition (ET) of tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic and the Western North

Pacific, using elastic net regularization to select predictors and estimate coef-

ficients. Predictors are chosen from the 1979-2017 best-track and reanalysis

datasets, and verification is done against the tropical/extratropical labels in

the best-track data. In an independent test set, the model skillfully predicts

ET at lead times up to two days, with latitude and sea surface temperature

as its most important predictors. At a lead time of 24 h, it predicts ET with

a Matthews correlation coefficient of 0.4 in the North Atlantic, and 0.6 in

the Western North Pacific. It identifies 80% of storms undergoing ET in the

North Atlantic, and 92% of those in the Western North Pacific. 90% of transi-

tion time errors are less than 24 h. Select examples of the models performance

on individual storms illustrate its strengths and weaknesses.

Two versions of the model are presented: an “operational model” that may

provide baseline guidance for operational forecasts, and a “hazard model”

that can be integrated into statistical TC risk models. As instantaneous diag-

nostics for tropical/extratropical status, both models’ zero lead time predic-

tions perform about as well as the widely used Cyclone Phase Space (CPS) in

the Western North Pacific and better than the CPS in the North Atlantic, and

predict the timings of the transitions better than CPS in both basins.
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1. Motivation35

Tropical cyclones (TCs) moving into midlatitude regions can transform into strong extratropical36

cyclones, changing their structures and the nature of the hazards to coastal populations and infras-37

tructure. In this transformation, which is called extratropical transition (ET), TCs lose their radial38

symmetry and become cold-cored systems with fronts. Transitioning cyclones typically grow39

larger and accelerate their forward motion, producing intense precipitation, strong winds and large40

surface water waves (Jones et al. 2003; Evans et al. 2017). In the Western North Pacific and the41

North Atlantic, 40% - 50% of all TCs undergo ET (Hart and Evans 2001; Kitabatake 2011), posing42

a serious threat to coastal regions in East Asia, Japan, Northeast America, and Western Europe.43

ET forecasts are notoriously difficult for numerical weather prediction models (e.g., Buizza et al.44

2005; Fogarty 2010; Keller et al. 2011; Evans et al. 2017), as they depend on the representation of45

both the TC and the midlatitude circulation into which the TC is moving. ET forecast errors can be46

large as a result of non-linear interactions between errors in the simulation of the TC structure and47

of the large-scale environment (Chan and Kepert 2010). Dynamical models may be supplemented48

by statistical models to provide baseline guidance for evaluation or, in situations where dynamical49

models do not yet produce reliable forecasts, to provide actual operational guidance. For exam-50

ple, the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS; DeMaria and Kaplan 1994),51

a simple linear regression scheme, is still one of the National Hurricane Center’s best perform-52

ing products for the prediction of TC intensity changes (DeMaria et al. 2014). Aberson (2014)53

developed a climatological “no-skill” baseline model that predicts the “phase” of the storm, i.e.,54

whether it is in a tropical, subtropical, extratropical, dissipated, or “remnant low” stage of its life-55

cycle. The model is a simple linear discriminant analysis scheme whose predictors match those56

of the National Hurricane Center’s baseline models for track and intensity prediction. However,57
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a statistical model that is optimized for the prediction of the extratropical phase and ET does not58

exist.59

Despite its important implications for risk assessment (Loridan et al. 2015), ET has received60

little attention in the development of TC hazard models for the (re)insurance industry (e.g., AIR61

WORLDWIDE 2015) or in academia (e.g., Emanuel et al. 2006; Hall and Jewson 2007; Lee et al.62

2018). The primary output of a hazard model is the annual probability of a storm intensity ex-63

ceeding a given threshold at a specific location. Hazard models used in the industry (so-called64

catastrophe, or “cat” models) additionally incorporate vulnerability curves and insurance exposure65

data, which allow them to convert hazard intensity into an estimated level of financial loss. Due66

to the limited observed record, these models often use large ensembles of stochastically generated67

synthetic storms that resemble those in the historical data. In some, the storms’ track and intensity68

evolution is guided by a few environmental parameters such as the state of the El Niño Southern69

Oscillation, or seasonal or monthly average sea surface temperature. Integrating ET into hazard70

models thus requires a statistical prediction without real-time information about the environment.71

Here, we introduce a statistical model that predicts how likely a TC is to be extratropical, given72

some information about the TC’s present characteristics and environment. Two versions of the73

models are presented: an “operational model” and a “hazard model”. The operational model74

makes forecasts at lead times up to four days, based on predictors that include real-time obser-75

vations of the storm environment. The hazard model is designed for use in TC risk assessments;76

it is diagnostic (i.e., it makes predictions at a lead time of 0 h) and works with a monthly mean77

representation of the environment. We will focus first on the operational model’s development78

and results, and follow each segment with the corresponding analysis of the hazard model. In the79

last section before the concluding remarks, we compare the model to Cyclone Phase Space (CPS)80

diagnostics (Hart 2003), a well-established objective method to identify storms undergoing ET.81
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2. Data: TC Best-Track and Reanalysis Datasets82

The features (predictors) are a combination of storm properties from six-hourly TC best-track83

data and environmental parameters derived from reanalysis data. All features are scaled to zero84

mean and unit variance. We use the best-track archive of the National Hurricane Center (NHC)85

in the North Atlantic (NAT), and that of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) in the Western86

North Pacific (WNP). These datasets provide information on the position of the storm center,87

central pressure, and the storm phase. The phase information is used to generate the predictand,88

which is a Boolean variable taking the value 1 if a storm is extratropical (EX) and 0 (non-EX)89

otherwise. Our data consist of 501 storms in the NAT and 966 storms in the WNP in the period90

1979-2017.91

Features taken from best-track datasets are the same for the operational model and the hazard92

model, but the two models use different environmental features and reanalysis datasets.93

a. Operational Model94

Six-hourly environmental fields surrounding the TCs are taken from the Japanese 55-year Re-95

analysis (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al. 2015), which provides data on a regular latitude/longitude96

grid at a resolution of 1.25◦. Geopotential height fields from JRA-55 are used to characterize the97

storms using the Cyclone Phase Space (CPS; Hart 2003), which captures the physical structure98

of cyclones in terms of three parameters: The B parameter measures the asymmetry in the layer-99

mean temperature surrounding the cyclone, and two thermal wind (VT ) parameters assess whether100

the cyclone has a warm or cold core structure in the upper (−VU
T ) and lower (−V L

T ) troposphere101

(with the convention of the minus sign, positive values correspond to warm cores). A detailed102

explanation of the CPS can be found in Hart (2003).103
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Vertical wind shear is computed using area-weighted azimuthal mean Cartesian wind compo-104

nents at 200 hPa and 850 hPa, following the method of Hanley et al. (2001). The azimuthal105

averaging, performed in five annular rings of 100 km width around the storm center, removes a106

symmetric vortex. Thus, the resulting areal-mean winds are measures of the environmental flow107

across the cyclone. The components of the areal-mean winds are given by:108

〈u〉 =
1
A

r5

∑
ri=r1

ūi + ūi−1

2
Ai

〈v〉 =
1
A

r5

∑
ri=r1

v̄i + v̄i−1

2
Ai,

where u and v are the Cartesian wind components, A is the area of a circle of radius 500 km, Ai109

is the area of an annular ring with inner radius ri−1 and outer radius ri (r0 = 0 km, r1 = 100 km,110

. . . , r5 = 500 km), 〈·〉 indicates an area average, and the overbar is an azimuthal average. The 200-111

850-hPa vertical shear, SHR, is then calculated as the magnitude of the vector difference between112

the area-averaged wind at the two pressure levels:113

SHR = |u200−u850|, (1)

where u200 =

〈u200〉

〈v200〉

 , u850 =

〈u850〉

〈v850〉


A further environmental feature is sea surface temperature (SST), which is averaged within a114

circle of radius 500 km around the storm center.115

b. Hazard Model116

The hazard model is customized to function as a component in the Columbia HAZard model117

(CHAZ) developed by Lee et al. (2018) and therefore uses data from the European Centre For118
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Medium-Range Weather Forecasts’ Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011) with a119

0.75◦ grid. For this application, monthly means of potential intensity (PI; Emanuel 1988) and120

200 hPa - 850 hPa vertical wind shear at the ERA-Interim grid point closest to the storm location121

are linearly interpolated from monthly means to daily values. PI is used instead of SST because122

CHAZ is designed for TC risk assessment in the present-day as well as in a future climate, and in123

the latter case, the relationship between SST and TC intensity is expected to change (Wing et al.124

2007; Swanson 2008; Johnson and Xie 2010).125

3. Logistic Regression with Elastic Net126

We apply a logistic regression model with elastic net regularization (Zou and Hastie 2005). This127

approach has the following advantages:128

• Logistic regression produces probabilistic results and, as a generalized linear model, allows129

us to understand the impact of a feature on the predictand.130

• The elastic net performs both regularization and variable selection, which enhances the pre-131

diction accuracy and interpretability of the model.132

• The elastic net encourages a “grouping effect” (Zou and Hastie 2005), where highly correlated133

predictors tend to get equal coefficients (up to a change of sign if negatively correlated). This134

is an advantage over Lasso regularization (Tibshirani 1996), which also performs variable135

selection, but tends to pick only one of a set of correlated features, ignoring the rest.136
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At the core of logistic regression is the logistic function hθ(x), which maps predicted values to137

probabilities:138

hθ(x) =
1

1+ e−θTx
, x=



1

x1

...

xm


, θ =



θ0

θ1

...

θm


(2)

Given a feature vector x at time t, hθ(x) is interpreted as P̂(EX|x), i.e., as an estimate of the139

probability that the system will be extratropical at time t+∆t, where ∆t is the lead time considered.140

If desired, this probability can be converted into a deterministic binary prediction, according to:141

class =


EX, if hθ(x) = P̂(EX|x)≥ 0.5

not EX, if hθ(x) = P̂(EX|x)< 0.5

The vector θ contains the coefficients (weights), which are found by minimizing a cost function142

J(θ) defined as:143

J(θ) =
1
m

m

∑
i=0

[
loss

(
hθ(x(i),y(i))

)]
+λPα(θ) (3)

where144

loss
(

hθ(x(i),y(i))
)

=


− log(hθ(x(i))), y(i) = 1

− log(1−hθ(x(i))), y(i) = 0

Pα(θ) =
m

∑
i=1

[
(1−α)θ 2

i +α|θi|
]
, α ∈ [0,1]

The second term on the right side of (3), λPα , is the elastic net term, which regularizes the145

model by penalizing a linear combination of the sum of the L2 norm and the L1 norm of each146

coefficient. The parameter α determines the relative contributions of the two norms. For α = 0,147

the elastic net penalty is equivalent to the ridge penalty (Hoerl and Kennard 1970), and for α = 1,148

it is equivalent to the Lasso penalty (Tibshirani 1996). The parameter λ controls the strength of the149
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regularization. Both λ and α are determined in a 10-fold cross-validation procedure, as described150

in the next section.151

4. Model Fitting and Evaluation152

a. Operational Model153

The model is fit on a training set containing about 85% of the data, while the remaining 15% con-154

stitute the test set used to evaluate the model. Feature selection serves the purpose of producing a155

sparse model with better physical interpretability: On the training set, we perform cross-validated156

logistic regression with elastic net regularization for a range of different regularization parame-157

ters. As the regularization gets stronger, more and more features drop out, i.e., their coefficients158

shrink to zero. The combination of these so-called “regularization paths” with the corresponding159

sequence of cross-validation performance scores describes a trade-off between model sparsity and160

performance (supplemental Fig. S1). Determining the optimal set of features within this trade-off161

is partly a matter of preference and depends on the particular application. Based on the regulariza-162

tion paths in the NAT and the WNP, we determined a subset of eight (out of 20) features that will163

be used for both basins.164

Model fits are then calculated using the training data for lead times from 0 h to 96 h, in six-165

hourly timesteps, using only that subset of features. We apply this procedure separately for the166

WNP and the NAT data, which gives rise to two sets of feature weights for each lead time. To167

estimate confidence intervals for the feature weights, we apply a bootstrap procedure, in which we168

resample the training set 1000 times (with replacement), fit a model to each of these training sets,169

and collect the feature weights of each bootstrap replicate.170
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The evaluation of the model performance on the independent test set addresses three questions:171

how well does the model predict the future status (EX or not EX) of a storm, how well does it172

predict transitions (i.e., changes in status), and how well does it classify TCs into “ET storms”173

(storms that undergo ET at some point in their lifetimes) and “non-ET storms” (storms that do174

not undergo ET). Predicting the status is what the model learns in the training phase; evaluating175

the performance on this task in the test set is thus straightforward. The model’s ability to forecast176

transitions is evaluated by sliding a time window of 24 h along the predicted and the true time time177

series of a storm’s “extratropical” status, computing the difference in the storm’s phase occurring178

between the last and the first time step of the time window. To account for the rare cases of tropical179

transitions (which would result in values of -1), the absolute value of the differences is taken. The180

sliding-window transformation results in time series that are 1 at timesteps within 24 h of a status181

change, and 0 otherwise. For example, considering a lead time of 6 h, the transformed predictand182

is 1 if a phase transition occurs between 6 h and 30 h, and 0 if no phase transition occurs within183

that time period.184

We evaluate the model performance for six-hourly lead times up to 96 h. To estimate the sensi-185

tivity of the performance to different random splits into training and test set, we resample the data186

to generate 50 bootstrap replicates for each lead time.187

Finally, the classification into ET storms and non-ET storms is obtained from the model’s pre-188

dictions at individual time steps: If, at any point in a TC’s lifetime, the model’s prediction switches189

from 0 (not extratropical) to 1 (extratropical), a TC is classified as an ET storm, and otherwise it190

is classified as a non-ET storm.191
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b. Hazard Model192

The hazard model is only fit for a lead time of 0 h, since forecasting a storm’s future phase is not193

necessary for the application in TC risk models. All features are variables that are already used194

in CHAZ, and no feature selection is performed. Due to the model’s diagnostic nature, evaluating195

the prediction of status changes (in the way described in the previous section) is not possible as196

changes can only occur over non-zero time intervals.197

Table 1 summarizes the features used for the operational model and the hazard model, and Table198

S1 in the supplemental material lists all 20 features from which the features for the operational199

model were selected.200

5. Performance metrics201

The Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC; Matthews 1975) is regarded as a balanced skill202

metric for binary classification tasks, which can be used even if the two classes are of very different203

sizes. It is defined as:204

MCC =
T P×T N−FP×FN√

(T P+FP)(T P+FN)(T N +FP)(T N +FN)
(4)

TP, TN, FP, and FN are the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false205

negatives. The MCC takes on values between -1 and 1. A coefficient of 1 represents a perfect206

prediction, 0 is equivalent to a random prediction, and -1 indicates total disagreement between207

prediction and observation.208

The Brier Score Loss (BSL; Brier 1950) is the mean squared difference between forecast prob-209

abilities and actual outcomes:210

BSL =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(hθ(x(i))− y(i))2 (5)
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N is the number of samples, hθ(x(i)) is the model’s prediction (a probability between 0 and 1) on211

sample x(i) , and y(i) is the true outcome (either 0 or 1). The BSL ranges between 0 and 1, with212

smaller values indicating better predictions.213

Two further metrics used in this study are precision and recall (e.g., Ting 2010), which are214

defined as follows:215

precision =
T P

T P+FP

recall =
T P

T P+FN

(6)

Precision is the ratio of correctly classified positive observations (here: ET storms) to the total216

observations classified as positive. Applied to the classification into ET storms and non-ET storms217

explained in the previous section, it answers the question, “Of all storms the model declares to218

have undergone ET, what fraction actually did?” Recall is the ratio of correctly classified positive219

observations to all observations in the actual class – the corresponding question is “Of all true ET220

storms, what fraction does the model identify?”221

The harmonic mean of precision and recall is called the F1 score (Chinchor 1992):222

F1 = 2
precision× recall
precision+ recall

Precision, recall and F1 score reach their best value at 1 and worst value at 0.223

6. Results224

a. Operational Model225

1) FEATURE WEIGHTS226

Figure 1a shows coefficients of the operational model for a lead time of 24 h. In both ocean227

basins, increasing latitude and decreasing SST cause the largest increases in a cyclone’s odds of228

being extratropical at time t + 24 h. (Note that the coefficients of a logistic regression model229
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describe the effect of a feature on the predictand in terms of odds ratios – a brief guide on how230

to interpret logistic regression coefficients is given in the appendix.) The influence of the SST is231

smaller in the NAT than in the WNP, possibly because TCs in the NAT experience a smaller spatial232

variability in SST as they tend to travel along mean SST gradients rather than across them (Foltz233

et al. 2018).234

During ET, a storm loses its warm core and radial symmetry and becomes a cold-cored system235

with fronts, which is consistent with the signs of the −VU
T and B coefficients. Positive anomalies236

in translational speed and vertical wind shear, indicating a TC’s acceleration by midlatitude west-237

erlies and interaction with a baroclinic environment, are associated with enhanced odds of being238

in the extratropical phase as well.239

The heading angle Ha has a bimodal distribution in which negative anomalies correspond to240

directions ranging from north to northeast. These directions are associated with TCs that recurve241

from their westerly track in the tropics into higher latitudes where they are more likely to undergo242

ET.243

2) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION244

Figure 2 shows the MCCs and BSLs for lead times from 0 h to 96 h. For the status prediction,245

i.e., whether a storm will be extratropical or tropical, the model is most accurate for lead times246

up to one day, with maximum MCCs of about 0.9 in the WNP and 0.7 in the NAT. Note that247

the prediction at a lead time of 0 h is not trivial (and doesn’t necessarily have to achieve the248

highest score), since all predictions are made without knowledge of the storm’s current phase, and249

the feature selection has been made based on a lead time of 24 h. The scores in the two basins250

decrease at a similar rate, dropping by about 0.3 from their maximum values to those at a lead251

time of four days. The performance difference between the two basins is confirmed by the lower252
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(i.e., better) BSLs of the WNP model. It is noteworthy that the WNP model outperforms the NAT253

model even when they are trained on equal-sized training sets (recall that the two datasets differ in254

size by a factor of almost two due to the higher TC activity in the WNP).255

The MCCs for the prediction of ET (computed on the time series resulting from applying a256

sliding time window of 24 h) are lower than those for the status prediction, which reflects the257

difficulty of predicting the precise timing of transitions. At a lead time of 24 h, the model predicts258

phase changes with an MCC of 0.4 in the NAT, and 0.6 in the WNP. The scores converge with259

increasing lead time, dropping to almost 0 (no skill) in both basins for lead times longer than260

about three days.261

The performance scores presented thus far are calculated on the basis of the model’s predictions262

at individual time steps. These predictions can be used to assign each storm to one of two classes:263

“ET storms”, which undergo ET at some point in their lifetimes, and “non-ET storms”, which264

do not undergo ET. The confusion matrices (2× 2 contingency tables) in Fig. 3a summarize the265

performance of the resulting classification. In the NAT, the model classifies 36 of the test set266

storms as ET storms, 8 of which are false positives (precision = 0.78), and it correctly identifies267

28 of the 35 true ET storms (recall = 0.80). In the WNP, 5 of the 63 storms classified as ET storms268

are false positives (precision = 0.92), and 58 of the 63 true ET storms are identified (recall = 0.92).269

Distributions of the time difference between the predicted and actual occurrence of ET (Fig. 4a)270

are obtained from the true positive ET storms of the test set. In both ocean basins, the median time271

difference is 6 h, and the difference between the predicted and the true ET time is less than 24 h in272

93% of the cases in the NAT, and in 97% of the cases in the WNP.273
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3) EXAMPLES274

Figure 5 shows the model’s 24 h-forecast for six storms in the test set (i.e., storms not used in the275

model development), whose meteorological histories we will outline in the following using infor-276

mation from the TC reports provided by the NHC (available at http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/277

data/tcr) and the JMA (available at http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/jma-eng/jma-center/278

rsmc-hp-pub-eg/annualreport.html). The examples are chosen to illustrate different phase279

evolutions and degrees of model performance.280

Karl (2004) was a Cape Verde hurricane that moved northwestward across the Atlantic before281

recurving due to a baroclinic trough developing north of the storm. Continuing northeastward,282

Karl underwent ET and eventually made landfall in Norway as an extratropical storm. Karl’s283

predicted probability of being extratropical at time t + 24 h (yellow line) increases from nearly284

zero to one over the course of about 30 h, exceeding the threshold of 0.5 24 h before the NHC285

declares the system to be extratropical (blue line). Thus, the model accurately forecasts Karl’s286

phase evolution and transition time.287

Similarly, the model captures the ET of Halong (2014), which took place over the Sea of Japan.288

Formed about 450 km east of Guam, Halong had rapidly intensified into a category 5 super ty-289

phoon, but weakened to tropical storm intensity by the time it made landfall as an extratropical290

system over the southern part of Japan.291

Kit (1981) was a slow moving system that tracked to the northwest, passing just south of Guam,292

and then continued westward. Kit remained tropical throughout its lifetime, and the model indeed293

predicts the storm to remain tropical with almost 100% certainty.294

Ivan (2004) is a rare example of a TC that undergoes ET and then undergoes “tropical transition”295

(e.g., Davis and Bosart 2004; Pezza and Simmonds 2008) back into a tropical system. Ivan first296
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made landfall in Alabama, traveled through the eastern United States, looped back around the297

Atlantic Ocean and re-entered the Gulf of Mexico. Though not a perfect match, the model predicts298

the transition to the extratropical phase as well as the return to the tropical phase.299

Helene (2006) formed from a tropical wave off the coast of Africa and gradually strengthened300

on its way northwest. Recurving along the northwest periphery of the subtropical ridge, Helene301

weakened and turned into a hybrid storm with both tropical and extratopical characteristics, fea-302

turing a deep warm core and an asymmetric, frontal-like appearance. However, the storm retained303

hurricane strength until becoming extratropical about 500 km northwest of the Azores. The model304

predicts Helene to become extratropical, but the transition is delayed and non-monotonic. Consis-305

tent with the NHC’s report, the −VU
T feature (not shown) indicates a persistent warm core in the306

upper troposphere that intensifies during the day before Helene is declared extratropical, delaying307

ET in the model prediction.308

After its formation in the eastern tropical Atlantic, Marilyn (1995) gradually intensified on its309

northwestward track, peaking as a Category 3 hurricane shortly after hitting the Lesser Antilles at310

Category 1 strength. Heading north past Bermuda, Marilyn weakened and became extratropical.311

The model forecasts Marilyn to become increasingly extratropical over the three days before the312

NHC changes the status of the system, but does not predict a complete ET. Instead, the output313

probability drops back to nearly zero. The model’s failure is the result of Marilyn abruptly turning314

south and then southeast after its ET, slowing down and meandering over an area with higher SST315

for the remainder of its lifetime.316

The model’s forecasts for these six storms are summarized in Fig. 6 as a function of lead time317

and verification date, in so-called chiclet diagrams (Carbin et al. 2016). The true phase evolution318

(as given by the best-track datasets of the NHC and the JMA) is shown at the bottom of each319

panel. For any combination of lead time and verification date, the color shows the probability that320
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the storm is extratropical at the verification date, as predicted by the model at the given lead time.321

For example, the chiclet diagram of Karl (2004) shows that the white color indicating the switch322

from tropical to extratropical is aligned with the actual transition up to a lead time of about 48323

h. At longer lead times, the model still predicts an ET, but with increasing delay (as indicated by324

the positive slope of the line connecting the white blocks). Halong’s (2014) ET is predictable on325

longer time scales: the white blocks remain vertically aligned up to a lead time of about three days,326

even though the transition becomes less “sharp”. In contrast to Karl, the prediction of Halong’s327

ET shifts to earlier times for longer forecast horizons.328

Kit’s (1981) tropical nature is highly predictable at all lead times considered here. Though329

present even in the 96-h forecast, the “double-transition” of Ivan (2004) occurs with an increasing330

lag for longer lead times. For Helene (2006), the model’s skill is almost independent of lead time,331

while Marilyn’s (1995) phase evolution is, in fact, more accurately predicted at longer lead times,332

which show a longer extratropical phase (but still an incorrect reversal to a tropical status).333

b. Hazard Model334

1) FEATURE WEIGHTS335

In the hazard model, storm latitude and central pressure are the most important features for336

determining if a storm is in the extratropical phase (Fig. 1b). Changes over the previous 12 h337

contribute less to the prediction than do the current values of the features. Central pressure is338

given more weight in the hazard model than in the 24 h-forecast of the operational model (Fig.339

1a), especially in the NAT.340
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2) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION341

The hazard model’s performance scores for the prediction of the “extratropical” status in the342

NAT (MCC = 0.62, BSL = 0.05) and the WNP (MCC = 0.86, BSL = 0.02) are similar to those343

achieved by the operational model at short lead times.344

The confusion matrices in Fig. 3b show that in the NAT, the model classifies 33 of the test set345

storms as ET storms, 5 of which are false positives (precision = 0.85), and it correctly identifies346

28 of the 35 true ET storms (recall = 0.80). In the WNP, 9 of the 68 storms classified as ET storms347

are false positives (precision = 0.87), and 59 of the 63 true ET storms are identified (recall = 0.94).348

The model diagnoses 86% of all ET times in the NAT and 95% of those in the WNP with an error349

of less than 24 h (Fig. 4b).350

Figure S2 in the supplemental material shows the output of the hazard model for the six storms351

discussed for the operational model (Fig. 5). Similar to the operational model, the hazard model352

has difficulties diagnosing the phase evolutions of Ivan, Helene and Marilyn, but captures the ETs353

of Karl and Halong as well as the purely tropical life cycle of Kit with high precision.354

7. Comparison with Cyclone Phase Space (CPS) Diagnostics355

As mentioned in section 2, the Cyclone Phase Space (CPS) proposed by Hart (2003) has become356

a widely accepted diagnostic tool for defining ET, both in research and operational communities357

(Evans et al. 2017). However, the CPS is unable to distinguish between recurving TCs that un-358

dergo ET, and TCs that recurve without undergoing ET (Kofron et al. 2010). Further, the ET359

classification obtained from a CPS analysis depends on the dataset used to calculate the CPS pa-360

rameters and is sensitive to choices of parameter thresholds (e.g., Hart 2003; Wood and Ritchie361

2014; Bieli et al. 2019a,b). Evans et al. (2017) therefore recommend the continued evaluation of362

other ET classifiers.363
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Here, we compare the performance of the logistic regression model introduced in this paper364

to that of the CPS analysis in Bieli et al. (2019b, hereafter BCS19), who examine how well ET365

storms defined in the CPS agree with those defined in the best-track records, using a global set of366

TCs from 1979-2017. Some of the statistics discussed here are not shown explicitly in BCS19,367

but were reproduced here by the authors for the purpose of this comparison. In BCS19, ET onset368

is defined as the first time a TC is either asymmetric (B > 11) or has a cold core (−VU
T < 0 and369

−V L
T < 0), and ET completion is when the second criterion is met. Two reanalysis datasets, JRA-370

55 and ERA-Interim, were used to calculate the CPS. To minimize false alarms due to thermal371

asymmetry in the early stage of a TC’s lifetime, ET onset was only declared if a storm had a wind372

speed of at least 33 kt. The CPS analysis thus differs from the logistic regression model in that its373

definition of ET is not based on a statistical regression but on a combination of threshold criteria374

for the onset and completion of ET. Based on these criteria, BCS19 classify each TC as an ET375

storm or as a non-ET storm, and the resulting CPS classification is evaluated against the best-track376

“extratropical” labels using the MCC and the F1 score. Table 2 compares their results to the test377

set performance scores obtained for the operational model in “diagnostic mode” (i.e., at a lead378

time of 0 h) and for the hazard model. In the NAT, both logistic regression models achieve higher379

F1 scores and MCCs than do the CPS diagnostics. In the WNP, the classifications from the logistic380

regression models and the JRA-55-based CPS diagnostics have almost equal scores, while those381

of the ERA-Interim-based CPS diagnostics are a bit lower.382

Figure 7 compares the timing errors made with respect to the true (i.e., best-track) ET time: In383

BCS19, the mean difference between the time of ET completion in the CPS and the true ET time384

for storms in the NAT is 10 h using JRA-55 and 32 h using ERA-Interim. The operational model385

and the hazard model have mean timing differences of 1 h and 4 h, respectively. In the WNP, the386

CPS on average misses the true ET time by 5 h using JRA-55, and by 19 h using ERA-Interim,387
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compared to time differences of 2 h for the operational model and 7 h for the hazard model. In388

both basins, the CPS timing errors have a higher variance. Thus, the logistic regression models389

diagnose the timing of ET more with less bias and a lower variance than do the CPS diagnostics.390

8. Summary391

We have introduced a logistic regression model to predict the extratropical transition (ET) of392

tropical cyclones (TCs), using predictors from best-track and reanalysis datasets. Two versions of393

the model are presented: an “operational model” that uses observed properties of the storm and394

its environment to forecast the storm’s phase (extratropical or not extratropical), and a “hazard395

model” that diagnoses the phase without access to a representation of the storm’s environment.396

The operational model was developed with a focus on predictive performance as well as physical397

interpretability and thus resides at the interface between machine learning and traditional statis-398

tics. It may be applied to provide baseline guidance for operational forecasts. The hazard model399

was developed with the purpose of integrating ET into statistical TC risk models used for hazard400

assessment.401

Our findings can be summarized as follows:402

• The operational model has skill in forecasting ET at lead times up to two days. At a lead time403

of 24 h, the Matthews Correlation Coefficient for the prediction of phase changes is 0.6 in the404

Western North Pacific, and 0.4 in the North Atlantic.405

• The model can be used to classify each TC of the test set as an “ET storm” (if it undergoes406

ET at some point in its lifetime) or as a “non-ET storm” (if it does not undergo ET). Table 3407

shows precision, recall, and the percentage of all true positive storms whose ET occurs within408

24 h of the model’s predicted ET time.409
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• For the 24-h lead time forecast, the most important predictors of the operational model are410

latitude and sea surface temperature. In the hazard model, the largest contributions come411

from latitude and storm central pressure.412

• Using six storms from the test set, we illustrate that the model can predict the phase evolution413

of storms that undergo ET as well as of storms that remain tropical throughout their lifetimes,414

and that it also allows for tropical transitions (phase changes from extratropical to tropical).415

• Used as an instantaneous diagnostic of a storm’s tropical/extratropical status, the model per-416

forms about as well as the widely used Cyclone Phase Space (CPS) in the Western North417

Pacific and better than the CPS in the North Atlantic, and predicts the timings of the transi-418

tions better than CPS in both basins.419

A next step will be to test the effectiveness of the operational model in real-time applications.420

In principle, the model is portable to any dataset that provides the environmental features used for421

model input. However, applying the model to a different dataset will require to refit the model, as422

the optimal coefficients likely depend on the dataset. Regarding the model’s integration into a TC423

risk assessment system, we hope that the ability to identify storms undergoing ET can provide a424

starting point for modeling the associated changes in wind or precipitation fields, which determine425

the risk of TC damage.426
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Appendix431

A1. Interpreting the Coefficients of a Logistic Regression432

There is an important distinction between linear and logistic regression in the interpretation of433

the regression coefficients: In linear regression, a coefficient θi means that raising xi by 1 causes434

an increase of θi in the expected value of the predictand y. In logistic regression, a coefficient θi435

means that raising xi by 1 causes a multiplicative increase of eθi in the odds that y occurs. In the436

following, we present a brief mathematical derivation of this result. A comprehensive treatment is437

given e.g. in Hosmer et al. (2013).438

First, recall that in logistic regression, a given feature vector x is transformed by the logistic439

sigmoid function hθ(x) to give an estimate of the probability, P̂, that x is in class 1:440

hθ(x) =
1

1+ e−θTx
= P̂ (A1)

Letting z = θTx, P̂ can be viewed as a function of z. It can easily be verified that the inverse of441

P̂ is the logarithm of the odds, also known as the logit function:442

logit(p) = log
(

odds(p)
)
= log

(
p

1− p

)
, and

logit(P̂(z)) = log
(
odds(P̂(z)

)
= z (A2)

The odds are a monotonic transformation of probabilities p and describe the chance of an event443

(here: “x is in class 1”) as the ratio of the probability that the event does occur to the probability444

that it does not occur.445

Exponentiating (A2) yields446

ez = eθ
Tx = odds

(
P̂(z)

)
(A3)
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Thus, the coefficients θ determine the odds of class 1 for a given x. To express the effect of447

an individual coefficient θi, suppose we increase feature xi by one unit, holding all other features448

constant, and consider the odds ratio of xi, OR(xi):449

OR(xi) =
odds(P̂(z) | z = θ0 +θ1x1 + · · ·+θi(xi +1)+ · · ·+θnxn)

odds(P̂(z) | z = θ0 +θ1x1 + · · ·+θixi + · · ·+θnxn)
(A4)

Using (A3), we can rewrite (A4) as:450

OR(xi) =
eθ0+θ1x1+···+θi(xi+1)+···+θnxn

eθ0+θ1x1+···+θixi+···+θnxn
= eθi (A5)

Thus, each exponentiated coefficient eθi is the expected multiplicative change in the odds of451

class 1 for a unit increase in the corresponding predictor xi, holding the other predictors constant.452

Note that this represents a constant effect that is independent of x. While the odds resulting from453

a given x (A3) can be converted to a probability, it is not possible to express the constant effect of454

logistic regression coefficients in terms of probabilities.455
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A) Operational Model

Feature Definition
B CPS parameter B
Ha heading angle, measured clockwise from north
lat latitude of the storm center
Po storm central pressure
SHR vertical wind shear (200 hPa - 850 hPa) within a

circle of radius 500 km around the storm center
SST mean sea surface temperature within a circle of

radius 500 km around the storm center
Ts storm translational speed
−VU

T CPS parameter −VU
T

B) Hazard model

Feature Definition
lat latitude of the storm center
∆lat change in lat during previous 12 h
Po storm central pressure
∆Po change in Po during previous 12 h
PI potential intensity at storm location; daily value

interpolated from monthly means
∆PI change in PI during previous 12 h
SHR vertical wind shear (200 hPa - 850 hPa) at storm

location; daily value interpolated from monthly
means

∆SHR change in SHR during previous 12 h
Ts storm translational speed
∆Ts change in Ts during previous 12 h

TABLE 1: List of features used for A) the operational model, and B) the hazard model.
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TABLE 2: Performance scores for the classifications into ET storms and non-ET storms obtained
from the operational model (at lead time 0 h), the hazard model, and from the CPS analysis in
Bieli et al. (2019b), which was performed using JRA-55 as well as ERA-Interim data. The table
shows the F1 score (F1) and the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) for the North Atlantic
(NAT) and Western North Pacific (WNP) basins.

operational
model

hazard
model

CPS
(JRA-55)

CPS
(ERA-Int)

F1 MCC F1 MCC F1 MCC F1 MCC
NAT 0.85 0.73 0.88 0.79 0.77 0.57 0.76 0.55
WNP 0.90 0.80 0.91 0.82 0.90 0.81 0.86 0.73
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TABLE 3: Performance evaluation on the test set: Precision and recall of the binary classification
into “ET storms” and “non-ET storms”, as well as the percentage of all true positive storms whose
ET occurs within 24 h of the model’s predicted ET time. Values are shown for the 24 h-forecast
of the operational model (op), and for the hazard model (haz), in the North Atlantic (NAT) and the
Western North Pacific (WNP).

precision recall ET timing
error <24 h

NAT, op, 24 h 0.78 0.80 93%
WNP, op, 24 h 0.92 0.92 97%
NAT, haz 0.85 0.80 86%
WNP, haz 0.87 0.94 95%
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the predicted ET times and the true (i.e., best-track) ET times. Positive values thus indicate616

delayed predictions. The vertical lines denote the means of the distributions, the error bars617
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NAT WNP

a) Operational model

b) Hazard model

NAT WNP

FIG. 1: Model coefficients of a) the operational model (for a lead time of 24 h), and b) the haz-
ard model in the North Atlantic (NAT) and the Western North Pacific (WNP). The values (non-
dimensional) are shown on the x-axis. The bars represent the median coefficients over 1000 boot-
strapped replicates, and the error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals. To allow for direct
comparison of the coefficients between the NAT and the WNP despite the different underlying
standard deviations, the WNP coefficients have been scaled by the ratio of the two standard devi-
ations. The coefficients are defined in Table 1.
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FIG. 2: Performance of the operational model on the test set, for the North Atlantic (NAT) and the
Western North Pacific (WNP) model: (left) Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC), and (right)
Brier Score Loss (BSL). The top panels show the performance scores for the prediction of the
“extratropical” status, for lead times from 0 h to 96 h. The bottom panels show the scores for the
prediction of status changes , for lead times from 6 h to 96 h, using a sliding time window of 24 h.
The markers (circles for the prediction of the “extratropical” status, triangles for the prediction of
status changes) represent the medians of 50 bootstrapped replicates that were calculated for each
lead time, with the shading representing the area between plus and minus one standard deviation.
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FIG. 3: Confusion matrices for a) the 24 h-forecast of the operational model, and b) the hazard
model, in the North Atlantic (NAT) and the Western North Pacific (WNP). The rows correspond to
the model’s classifications, and columns correspond to the true classifications. The storms in the
“ET” class undergo ET at some point during their lifetimes, while the storm in the “non-ET” class
do not undergo ET. The matrices show the number of test set storms in each of the four possible
classification outcomes, with the color indicating the respective percentage of all test set storms.
Precision and recall are given below each matrix.
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FIG. 4: Difference between the predicted and the true ET time for all true positive ET storms
of the test set, for a) the 24 h-forecast of the operational model, and b) the hazard model, in
the North Atlantic (NAT) and the Western North Pacific (WNP). The outer shape of the violin
plot represents all possible results (except for time differences greater than three days, which are
shown as crosses), with the vertical width indicating the frequency of occurrence. The thick black
bar in the center represents the interquartile range, the thin black line extending from it represents
the 95% confidence intervals, and the white dot is the median. Positive time differences indicate
delayed model predictions.
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FIG. 5: The operational model’s 24 h-forecast for six examples from the test set: a) Bertha (1996,
NAT), b) Halong (2014, WNP), c) Kit (1981, WNP), d) Ivan (2004, NAT), e) Helene (2006, NAT),
and f) Marilyn (1995, NAT). The yellow line shows the predicted probability of the cyclone being
extratropical, and the blue line shows the true status (1: extratropical, 0: tropical) at time t.
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FIG. 6: Chiclet diagrams for six examples from the test set: a) Bertha (1996, NAT), b) Halong
(2014, WNP), c) Kit (1981, WNP), d) Ivan (2004, NAT), e) Helene (2006, NAT), and f) Mari-
lyn (1995, NAT). The predicted probability of being extratropical (colored blocks) is shown as a
function of the verification date (horizontal axis) and lead time (vertical axis). Below each chi-
clet diagram, a time series of the true (i.e., best-track) phase evolution (0: not extratropical, 1:
extratropical) is plotted with y axis inverted.
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FIG. 7: ET timing errors of the operational model (at lead time 0 h), the hazard model, and the
CPS analysis in Bieli et al. (2019b), which was performed using JRA-55 as well as ERA-Interim
data. Timing errors (shown on the x-axis) are defined as the differences between the predicted ET
times and the true (i.e., best-track) ET times. Positive values thus indicate delayed predictions.
The vertical lines denote the means of the distributions, the error bars represent values within one
standard deviation about the mean, and the purple dots mark the location of the medians. Results
are shown for the North Atlantic (NAT; top) and the Western North Pacific (WNP; bottom).
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